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1 Introduction

Energetic materials are commonly able to store large amounts of potential energy for engineering ap-
plications. Energetics with complex molecular structures generally have the highest energy densities.
In practice, they are deployed as explosive formulations consisting of combinations of several different
compounds in a heterogenous matrix to achieve specific requirements (energy density, insensitivity to
mechanical insult). Examples include Composition B, which consists of TNT, RDX and small amounts
of wax, and PBX 9501, which consists of HMX, Estane, and BDNPA-F.

It is possible for these different compounds to chemically evolve during storage in a way that reduces
their chemical potential energy. This can occur both from environmental degradation of individual
compounds or from interactions between compounds in a given explosive formulation. The timescales
of significant energy loss can be long (decades or more) making quantification of this effect challenging
due to changes in diagnostic practices, equipment, test methods, and capability. However, accurate
characterization of this energy loss is important for evaluation of the reliability of engineered explosive
systems.

Formulations utilizing nitrocelluose are of particular concern due to the propensity of this material to
decompose and release nitric acid, which further catalyzes the decomposition reaction and can also
modify other compounds. A number of prior efforts [1, 2, 3, 4] have characterized the energy loss due
to aging of the explosive PBX 9404, composed of 94 wt% HMX, 3 wt% tris-β chloroethylphosphate
(CEF) plasticizer, 2.9 wt% nitrocellulose (NC), and 0.1 wt% diphenylamine (DPA) as a stabilizing agent
[5].

Approximate energy methods quantified a distinct energy loss rate with age [4]. Hydrodynamic calcu-
lations provide the ability to relate this energy loss to the underlying thermodynamic properties of the
detonation product equation of state (EOS), in particular the detonation product isentrope, which con-
trols the energy delivery from the explosive products to confining materials. Preliminary attempts at this
methodology confirmed the earlier results [4] through manual adjustment of the isentrope parameters
[6].
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Figure 1: Left: The calibration calculation of the wall motion (for a normal PDV probe) and comparison
to data for 8-1874 and 8-1875 [4]. Right: Streak wall expansion data and calibrated calculation for test
C-4526 from [3]. The simulation resolution throughout was 125 microns.

Our present analysis builds upon this previous work using a programmed burn methodology that incor-
porates finite reaction zone effects and fully automated EOS calibration procedure for the most precise
determination of the aging effect to date. The results infer how the detonation product isentrope changes
with age.

2 Modeling analysis

PBX 9404 performance data including both streak and PDV diagnostics is available from [1, 2, 3, 4].
This data formed the basis of the previous analyses in [4, 6]. The more recent tests (within the last 15
years) used a PDV diagnostic and this data appears in Fig. 1 (left). One of these more modern tests
(8-1293) included a streak diagnostic in addition to PDV. This “modern” streak data is compared to the
much older streak data records (originally fielded in the 1970s) in Fig. 1 (right). Notably, the older streak
data sampling rate is quite limited especially for the late time expansion. In general, the streak camera
diagnostic is also known to lack the time resolution necessary to resolve the early time wall ringing
evident in the PDV records [4].

To enable our new determination of the aging effect on PBX 9404’s constitutive properties, a series of
detonation performance model calibrations were conducted for each of the source data sets. We take
advantage of modern programmed burn methodologies to calculate the detonation timing and energy
delivery to the confiner. For timing, the Detonation Shock Dynamics (DSD) [7] model was used to
generate a measure of the curvature effect on detonation propagation for this explosive. Typically,
detonation timing component is calibrated to phase velocities and front shape measurements derived
from bare axisymmetric cylindrical geometry (or “rate stick”) tests. For PBX 9404, we use a series
of unconfined rate stick tests reported in [5] and shown in Fig. 2. In contrast to the CYLEX tests,
however, there is no equivalent multi-decade experimental series to diagnose any aging modification
of this diameter-effect trend. Furthermore, detonation velocity trend with age from the CYLEX data
(Fig. 2 left) may vary weakly with age but requires further analysis. Thus, the diameter effect trend and
the limiting Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) detonation velocity are assumed constant in the present study.

The details of our DSD propagation law calibration methodology and numerical choices have been
described and validated in [8] for the closely related HMX-based PBX 9501. The parameterized func-
tional relation between the normal detonation velocity (Dn) and local surface curvature (κ) that we
use is, Dn(κ) = DCJ(1 − Bκ(1 + C2κ + C3κ

2)/(1 + C4κ + C5κ
2) where the Dn − κ parameters

(DCJ , B, Ci for i = 1, . . . 5) and the unconfined or sonic edge angle paramete (which sets the DSD
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Table 1: The calibrated Dn − κ parameters.

DCJ B C2 C3 C4 C5 φs
(mm/µs) (mm) (mm) (mm2) (mm) (mm2) (deg.)

8.790 0.06257 0.00027 0.04587 0.01205 0.00006 30
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Figure 2: Left: The cylinder test phase velocity measurements and associated error bars plotted as func-
tion of HE age. Right: The diameter effect DSD calculation compared to the available phase velocity
data.

calculation boundary condition) are given in Table 1. The limiting velocity parameter DCJ was fixed
in the calibration as informed by both the measured CYLEX velocities and the diameter effect data.
Figure 2 (right) compares the computed diameter effect curve and the phase velocity measurements with
excellent agreement.

In addition to timing, programmed burn methods require an energy release and products EOS model to
determine the high explosive (HE) work done in a given hydrodynamic calculation. We use the VAJWL
energy release method which is a modification of the Jones-Wilkins-Lee (JWL) equation of state (EOS)
[9], augmented with energy deposition offsets that depend on the local, spatially-dependent DSD front
detonation velocity (Dn) and time of arrival (tb) to achieve a measure of the finite-reaction zone effect.
The energy release model modifies the pressure (p) dependency on the local specific energy (e) and
volume (v),

p(v, e) = (A+ a(Dn))

(
1− ωv0

(R1 + r1(Dn))v

)
× exp

(
− (R1 + r1(Dn))v

v0

)
+

B

(
1− ωv0

R2v

)
× exp

(
− R2v

v0

)
+
ω

v
(e− e′ − λ(tb)Edet),

where A,B,R1, R2, Edet and ω are the base EOS model parameters, e′ is a constant of integration such
that p(v0, 0) = 0 (standard convention in condensed-phase detonation where the ambient pressure is
negligible relative to the post-shock values). Previously, we have developed an iterative multimaterial
hydrodynamic code (or “hydrocode”) process to refine the energy release and products EOS parameters
of this model [10, 11, 12]. The DSD calculation for the CYLEX tests uses a value of 12 degrees to
represent the confinement effect from the copper material (modeled via [13]).

The error metric for optimization is based on the RMS error of the comparison between data and cal-
culation (for both the normal PDV probe velocity and streak). The non-normal probe wall velocity data
sets from [2] tests were analytically corrected to a normal probe direction according to [14, 15, 16]. Pa-
rameters A,B,R1, R2 were optimized while ω was kept fixed and Edet was set to enforce DCJ = 8.79
mm/µs for consistency with the Dn − κ law-based propagation at each iteration. The found products
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Figure 3: Left: The model pressure isentropes derived from the various data sets. The filled circle
represents the CJ point. Right: Integrated energy delivery metric for the various models.

EOS model parameters and representative fit error values are tabulated in Table 2. Figure 1 (left) shows
an example of the fit quality for the PDV-based calibration process (for 8-1874 and 8-1875) which re-
sults in a RMS error of 22.3 m/s. This error level is commensurate with the inherent probe variability
in each signal. Figure 1 (right) does the same for a streak-based calibration (C-4526), finding an RMS
error of about 19 microns. Shots K260235 and K260237 from the McMurphy data set produced larger
fit errors (2×) and the derived models are therefore somewhat less precise as a result.

Table 2: The calibrated EOS parameters for the various data sets. The parameter ω is considered fixed in
the calibration and given the value of 0.3043 derived from [17]. Note that the Jackson tests (8-1874 & 8-
1875) [4] were calibrated at once since the initial densities and experimental geometries were equivalent.

Shot ID Diagnostic RMS A B C R1 R2 Edet ρ0 pCJ vCJ

error (GPa) (GPa) (GPa) (kJ/g) (g/cm3) (GPa) (cm3/g)
8-1874
8-1875

PDV 22.3 m/s 812.527 18.012 1.397 4.525 1.384 6.064 1.846 37.28 0.4001

8-1292 PDV 33.7 m/s 803.410 18.705 1.104 4.521 1.304 5.898 1.845 37.63 0.3989
8-1293 PDV 26.5 m/s 805.066 18.475 1.180 4.521 1.321 5.943 1.845 37.54 0.3993
8-1293 streak 35.1 µm 808.265 17.431 1.604 4.518 1.409 6.306 1.845 37.24 0.4004
C-4526 streak 18.9 µm 807.176 17.757 1.627 4.527 1.383 6.446 1.847 37.44 0.3994
C-4527 streak 23.3 µm 805.853 17.828 1.618 4.528 1.371 6.472 1.847 37.50 0.3991

K260235 streak 87.5 µm 783.570 18.184 1.565 4.500 1.350 6.513 1.845 37.82 0.3982
K260237 streak 68.0 µm 782.184 17.540 0.654 4.461 1.188 5.488 1.845 37.93 0.3978
K260273 streak 30.9 µm 806.512 18.892 1.054 4.525 1.317 5.782 1.843 37.50 0.3997

Figure 3 (left) shows how the many pressure isentropes produced in the calibration process tend to
diverge (in relative terms) at larger volumes. The corresponding chemical energy or equivalently, the
CJ isentrope energy (area under pressure isentrope curve but offset by the Rayleigh line energy), is
plotted for all the models in Fig. 3 (right). As in the previous analyses in [4] and [6], the nominally
repeat McMurphy tests generate a similar variability in energy delivery to the rest of the shots [2, 3, 4].
Similarly to [4, 6], Fig. 4 (right) shows the energy delivery values at a set expansion volume (7.0
cm3/g) but plotted as function of HE age. A linear trend line is added to quantify the aging effect and
its intercept is used to scale the energy and reveal the percent performance decrement over time. The
negative slope of this line indicates a performance decrement over time, (e.g. 0.54 ± 0.36% energy
loss/decade for v = 7.0 cm3/g). However, the large relative standard error of the slope fit parameter also
reflects a substantial uncertainty in this conclusion (up to 67% of the unperturbed value). However, Fig.
4 (left) also makes clear that much of the uncertainty is driven by the McMurphy data model reductions.
If these are removed from consideration, the corresponding slope increases and the trend uncertainty
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Figure 4: Left: The integrated energy metric evaluated at v = 7.0 cm3/g and plotted as function of HE
age. The dashed lines bound the trend line behavior due to uncertainty in the fit parameters. Right: The
dependence of the aging effect on v when all data is considered (black) and when the McMurphy data
sets are excluded (red).
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Figure 5: Right: The evolution of the CJ pressure for each model with HE age.

is greatly reduced, i.e. 0.89 ± 0.08% energy loss/decade. This same fitted slope (representing the
strength of the aging effect) is plotted as function of v in Fig. 4 (right). This again shows how the large
amount of scatter in the McMurphy data sets can affect these results. Without these data sets included
in the analysis, the aging effect actually increases for larger expansion volumes as in [4]. For small
volumes, the aging effect magnitude is minimized and the uncertainty in this parameter is increased.
Using all the data however, the aging effect is much less variable and actually has a local maximum
and small decreasing trend for most of the shown range in v (in similarity to [6]) but is near constant
with expansion level. Finally, in Fig. 5 (right), a similar performance decrement trend is extracted from
the CJ pressure variation with HE age but here the variability is more widespread than in the integrated
energy measure.

This work builds on previous efforts to analyze this data in the context of HE aging via the use of modern
detonation performance modeling methodologies and higher fidelity calibration processes. Consistent
with this prior analysis, linear regression of the modeled energy delivery at relevant fixed specific vol-
umes shows a measurable energy decrement and decrement in the CJ pressure with explosive age. While
there is uncertainty in the magnitude of the energy loss rate due primarily due to the sparse dataset, this
analysis does support degradation of both the explosive energy content and detonation CJ pressure with
age.
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